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SUMMARY

A common strategy for energy saving in wireless network devices is to remain in sleep mode for as long
as possible. The timing of packet transmission and reception depends on the behavior of the transport-layer
protocols used by upper-layer applications. Therefore, understanding the relation between the behavior of
the transport-layer protocols and energy efficiency using sleep mode is important for effective energy saving,
especially when a wireless network interface (WNI) is activated in sleep mode at packet interarrivals. In this
paper, we analyze the energy consumption of a client’s WNI in Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) data
transfer over a wireless LAN by focusing on the detailed behavior of TCP congestion control mechanisms.
This model considers three situations: the WNI is activated in continuously active mode, in sleep mode,
and in sleep mode with burst transmission. The latter is proposed as an effective method to improve energy
efficiency, which lengthens sleep periods by transmitting and receiving multiple packets in a bursty fashion.
Through numerical examples, we show that sleeping without modification of transmission timing reduces
energy consumption in TCP data transfer by only around 10%, and that the burst transmission can contribute
further 50% energy reduction. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With recent developments in wireless network technologies, the Internet is increasingly accessed
via IEEE 802.11-based wireless LANs (WLANs) by using mobile devices, such as mobile phones,
smartphones, laptops, and tablet PCs. Wireless communication through a mobile device can account
for approximately between 10% and 50% of the device’s total energy consumption [1–3]. Therefore,
there is a great deal of interest in reducing the energy consumed through wireless communication,
particularly because most mobile devices are battery-driven.

For energy saving in media access control (MAC) layer protocols, the IEEE 802.11 standard
defines a power saving mode (PSM) [4], as opposed to the mode under normal operation, which is
referred to as the continuously active mode (CAM).

Although PSM can significantly reduce energy consumption, it can also degrade network
performance characteristics, such as throughput and latency [5]. Many researchers have proposed
energy-efficient methods in WLANs [5–18].

Some of them achieve high-energy efficiency by mainly modifying MAC protocols. The others
are energy-efficient solutions for the specific applications. In contrast, in this paper, we aim to derive
general-purpose transport-layer solution for energy saving without requiring any modifications for
wireless network interface (WNI) hardware.
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Other researchers have constructed energy consumption models for WLAN clients to find factors
that affect energy efficiency and network performance in WLANs [19–21]. However, they mainly
focus on the behavior at only the MAC level and do not consider detailed TCP behavior. In contrast,
TCP congestion control mechanisms primarily determine the timing of packet transmission and
reception, which has a large impact on the energy efficiency of sleep behavior.

To assess the impact of TCP on sleep efficiency, in this paper, we construct a new energy con-
sumption model for upstream flow in TCP data transfer over a WLAN. The proposed model consists
of the combination of two layer models: a MAC-level model and a TCP-level model.

We derive energy consumption models for a device with CAM and with ideal sleep mode to reveal
the sleep efficiency while considering detailed TCP behavior. Ideal sleep mode implies that a WNI
knows the schedules of both the transmission and reception of TCP packets such that it can sleep
and wake up with exact timing. Furthermore, in order to improve the sleep efficiency, we propose
TCP-level burst transmission behavior, which lengthens sleep periods by transmitting multiple data
packets in groups.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. We first show that sleeping at a short time
scale, but not at a long time scale, is a meaningful method to save energy. Second is that we present
a possibility of transmission control at transport-layer level to contribute to effective energy saving.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we show recent works on energy saving
in WLAN clients in Section 2. We describe the network model and our assumptions in Section 3.
Then, in Section 4, our models of energy consumption during TCP data transfer over a WLAN are
introduced. Section 5 describes the simulation-based validation for our models. Section 6 shows
numerical results of the analysis based on our models. Finally, conclusions and future research
directions are presented in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

In IEEE 802.11 PSM, wireless clients only wake up at the beacon interval, which is typically 100 ms.
Because of this, PSM can achieve high-energy efficiency while degrading network performance such
as throughput and latency. To overcome this, IEEE 802.11e defines new power saving mechanisms,
which is called automatic power save delivery [6]. In addition to modification of IEEE 802.11 power
saving mechanism, many researchers have proposed energy-efficient methods in WLANs by mainly
modifying MAC protocols or WNI hardware [5, 8–13].

Some solutions for energy saving of wireless clients focus on the behavior of the upper-layer
protocols [14–17]. Kim et al. [14] presented an energy-aware transmission mechanism with split
TCP connections. Namboodiri and Gao [15] proposed GreenCall algorithm for VoIP applications,
which derives sleep and wake-up schedules for the wireless client to save energy during VoIP calls.
Dogar et al. [16] developed the Catnap proxy for data-oriented applications such as web browsing
and file transfer.

Yan et al. [17] presented a client-centered method in TCP over WLANs, with burst transmission
realized by manipulating the TCP receiver’s window size.

In terms of sleep granularity, the Catnap proxy allows wireless clients to stay sleep mode at
the whole data transmission scale, whereas the client-centered method allows them to stay sleep
mode at the round trip time (RTT) scale. Wireless clients with our proposed method can sleep at an
interarrival time of acknowledgement (ACK) packets within one RTT, which can be changed as a
function of the number of packets sent in a bursty fashion, because the recent development in RF
circuit design has resulted in sleep mode of shorter transition time [11].

In order to investigate the factors that affect energy consumption of wireless clients in WLANs,
many researchers have constructed energy consumption models for WLAN clients [19–21].
Anastasi et al. [19] modeled a single wireless client in PSM downloading a file from a server in the
presence of multiple wireless clients. Ergen and Varaiya [20] presented the results of an analysis
of energy consumption during different MAC operations for a wireless client with multiple clients
in a WLAN; they found that 80% of the total energy in saturated situations is wasted. Agrawal
et al. [21] created a discrete-time Markov chain model of the energy consumption for TCP transfers
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Figure 1. Wireless LAN environment.

in CAM and in PSM in the presence of TCP background traffic. However, most of the aforemen-
tioned researches mainly focus on the behavior at only the MAC level and do not consider detailed
TCP behavior. Because TCP congestion control mechanisms primarily determine the timing of
packet transmission and reception, analysis of the detailed TCP behavior is necessary to assess sleep
efficiency at packet interarrivals.

3. NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

Suppose we have a WLAN environment in which a single wireless client associates with an access
point (AP) connected to a host via a wired network (Figure 1)‡. In the WLAN, the wireless client
sends a file of Sd bytes to the wired host by TCP; that is, we consider upstream TCP data transfer.
Note that our model can be easily adjusted to deal with downstream TCP data transfer. In Section 4,
energy consumption is taken to be from the transmission of the first packet of the file until the
reception of the ACK packet for the last packet of the file. We assume that at the MAC level, the
wireless client and the AP do not use the request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) mechanism
because it is an optional mechanism.

Suppose that at the hardware level the WNI has four communication modes—transmit, receive,
idle or listen, and sleep—and each of these modes has a different power consumption denoted byP t ,
P r , P l , and P s , respectively [1]. Furthermore, the WNI consumes power when transiting between
active and sleep modes, and we define P as and P sa as the power consumption when changing from
and to active mode, respectively. The periods of these power consumptions are then denoted by T as

and T sa, respectively. In order to focus on the impact on sleep efficiency by TCP, we assume idle
sleep mode, which means that a WNI knows the schedules of both the transmission and reception
of TCP packets such that it can sleep and wake up with exact timing.

We assume that data frames are lost randomly at MAC-level of the WLAN because of channel
error and collisions. In addition, TCP data packets are lost in the wired network due to network
congestion. For simplicity, the probability of frame transmission failures at MAC-level, q, and the
probability of TCP-level packet loss events in the wired network, pl , are given. Let pw denote the
probability of TCP-level packet loss events in the WLAN, which is calculated as pw D qNC1

where N is the maximum number of frame retransmissions at MAC-level. Therefore, the TCP at
the wireless client experiences the packet loss events at a probability of p, which is defined as
p D 1 � .1 � pw/.1 � pl/.

Other assumptions are as follows.

� TCP Reno is used.
� No TCP ACK packets are lost in the wired network.
� The available bandwidth in the WLAN is larger than that in the wired network, that is, a

link in the wired network is bottleneck, because it is a necessary condition to sleep at packet
interarrivals.
� Energy consumption due to retransmission of data packets is not considered because it has a

small impact on sleep efficiency.

‡In this paper, our model does not consider situations in which multiple clients share a single AP. Nevertheless, our
model is reasonably validated because we can ignore the effect of frame collisions when congestion-level is moderate
(Section 5).
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Table I. Notation of given variables.

Symbol Description

P t , P r , P l , P s Power consumed during transmit, receive, listen, and sleep modes, respectively
P as, P sa Power consumed during state transitions to and from sleep modes, respectively
T as, T sa Duration during state transitions to and from sleep modes, respectively
p Probability of TCP-level packet loss events at a wireless client
q Probability of frame transmission failures at MAC-level
pl , pw Probabilities of TCP-level packet loss events in the wired network and in

the WLAN, respectively
RT T RTT between a client and a wired host
m Number of packets sent in a bursty fashion
N Maximum number of data frame retransmissions
Sd File size in bytes
Sp TCP data packet size in bytes

RTT, round trip time; MAC, media access control; WLAN, wireless LAN.

� TCP-level burst transmission is achieved by using TCP delayed ACK [22]. When the delayed
ACK is used, growth of the TCP congestion window has been reported to be inhibited [23]. In
this paper, we assume that this problem has been resolved.
� Unless otherwise noted, we follow the assumptions of Padhye et al. [24] and Cardwell

et al. [25] for TCP congestion control behavior.

Some researchers modeled the behavior of the TCP congestion mechanisms under the existence of
channel error [26–28]. Zorzi and Rao [26] modeled energy consumption for different TCP versions
while considering a two-state Markov model for frame losses. Vacirca et al. [27] constructed an
energy consumption model that consists of combination of a TCP behavior model and a MAC model
under a Rayleigh fading channel. These two models consider energy consumption for a device
activated in CAM. In this paper, we mainly focus on the impact of the TCP behavior for sleep
efficiency when the WNI sleeps at packet interarrivals. To this end, we assume that the available
bandwidth of the WLAN is larger than that of the wired network, which is a necessary condition
for sleeping at packet interarrivals in the WLAN. In this situation, frame losses due to collision or
channel error are moderate in the WLAN to obtain the sufficient available bandwidth in the WLAN.
Therefore, we consider a simple frame error model, as mentioned in this section, in the WLAN
against the aforementioned models [26, 27].

4. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODELS

In this section, we formulate our models which describe expected energy consumed at the WNI
of a wireless client during TCP transfer of Sd bytes data. The behavior of MAC-layer protocols
determines the energy consumption when a single data frame is transmitted and received, whereas
the number of data packets sent and received per RTT is dependent on the behavior of TCP conges-
tion control mechanisms. Thus, using the MAC-level model developed in Subsect. 4.1, we derive an
energy consumption model in TCP data transfer in Subsect. 4.2.

The main notation used in this section is defined in Tables I, II, and III. Table I lists given variables
used throughout this section. Tables II and III summarize notation used mainly in Subsect. 4.1 and
4.2, respectively. Other symbols are defined as required.

4.1. Energy consumption during frame exchanges for IEEE 802.11 MAC

We first present a model of energy consumption at the MAC level when a wireless client transmits
or receives one data frame§. Specifically, we derive EŒet � and EŒer �. Figure 2 shows details of the

§Because we consider upstream TCP data transfer, TCP data and TCP ACK packets are contained in the data frame sent
from and received at the client, respectively.
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Table II. Notation used in MAC-level model.

Symbol Description

EŒet �, EŒer � Expected energy consumptions for a client to transmit and receive a data frame, respectively
EŒt t �, EŒtr � Expected period for a client to transmit and receive a data frame, respectively

et .i/, er .i/ Energy consumptions for the i th data frame transmission and reception after
.i � 1/ failures, respectively

t t .i/, tr .i/ Average period for a client to send and receive a data frame for the i th
transmission, respectively

CW.i/ Contention window size of i th transmission after .i � 1/ consecutive transmission failures
CWmin, CWmax Minimum and maximum values of the contention window size, respectively
TBO.i/ Expected backoff time of i th transmission after .i � 1/ consecutive transmission failures
Tslot Slot time
TSIFS, TDIFS Short interframe space (SIFS) and DIFS time, respectively
T client

DATA , T AP
DATA Transmission duration of a data from a client and an AP, respectively

TACK Transmission duration of an ACK frame
� Radio propagation delay between a client and an AP
Q.i/ Probability distribution that a data frame is transmitted i times until it becomes successful

WNI, wireless network interface; AP, access point; DIFS, distributed interframe space; RTO, retransmission
timeouts; RTT, round trip time.

frame exchanges between a wireless client and an AP. When the wireless client sends one data frame
to the AP, it sends the data frame after a distributed interframe space (DIFS) and a random backoff
time. It receives an ACK frame from the AP when the transmission succeeds. When the client does
not receive the ACK frame, it lengthens the backoff time and retries the data frame transmission.
Data frame is sent from the AP to the client in a similar way to the aforementioned sequence.

In the aforementioned sequences, the expected backoff time of i th transmission after .i � 1/
consecutive transmission failures is determined by the following equations:

TBO.i/ D CW.i/Tslot=2 (1)

where Tslot is the slot time. From the IEEE 802.11 standard [4], CW.i/ is given by

CW.i/ D min
�
.CWmin C 1/2

i�1 � 1; CWmax
�
: (2)

From Figure 2 and Equation (1), t t .i/ and t r.i/ are calculated as follows:

t t .i/ D TSIFS C TDIFS C TBO.i/C 2� C T
client

DATA C TACK (3)

t r.i/ D TSIFS C TDIFS C TBO.i/C 2� C T
AP

DATA C TACK: (4)

Here, we consider Q.i/. Using q, a probability that a data frame is transmitted i times is
calculated as qi�1.1�q/. Because the frame transmission is limited up toNC1 times, a probability
that the number of frame transmissions reachesN C1 is obtained as (1�

PN
iD1 q

i�1.1�q/ D qN ).
Thus, Q.i/ can be calculated as follows.

Q.i/ D

´
qi�1.1 � q/ if i 6 N
qN if i D N C 1

(5)
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Table III. Notation used in TCP-level model.

Symbol Description

EŒJcam�, EŒJsleep� Expected energy consumption with CAM and with sleeping during the whole
TCP data transfer, respectively

EŒT all�, EŒ OT all� Expected period of the whole data transfer without and with burst
transmission, respectively

EŒJ t �, EŒJ r � Expected energy consumed in transmission and reception of TCP
packets during the whole data transfer, respectively

EŒJ lcam�, EŒJ
l
sleep� Expected energy consumed during idle periods with CAM and with

sleeping, respectively
EŒJ s � Expected energy consumed during sleep periods
EŒJ st� Expected energy consumed due to state transitions between active

and sleep modes
EŒT t �, EŒT r �, EŒT s �, EŒT st� Expected periods of packet transmission, of packet reception, of sleep periods,

and of state transitions during the whole data transfer, respectively
EŒr� �, EŒr� � Expected number of rounds during the initial slow start phase and during the

steady phase, respectively
EŒrss�, EŒrtd�, EŒrto� Expected numbers of rounds during the data transfer of the initial slow

start phase, of a TD period, and of a TO period, respectively
EŒnt �, EŒnr � Expected numbers of TCP packets sent and received during the whole data

transfer, respectively,
EŒnr

�
�, EŒnr�/� Expected number of TCP packets received during the initial slow start phase

and during the steady phase, respectively
EŒncycle� Expected numbers of cycles in the steady phase
wss
k

, wca
k

Congestion window size of the kth round in the initial slow start phase and
in the TD period, respectively

EŒts
�
�, EŒts� � Expected sleep periods during the initial slow start phase and during the

steady phase, respectively
ta.wk/ An interarrival time of TCP ACK packets as a function of the congestion

window size wk in the kth round
EŒts.wk/� Expected sleep period that the WNI sleeps at an interarrival time of

ACK packets
EŒts

d
.r; wk/� Expected sleep period from the first to the r th rounds

EŒtstd.r; wk/� Expected sleep period in the round in which a packet loss event is detected by
triple duplicate ACK packets

EŒtsto.r; wk/� Expected sleep period of a sequence of RTOs
EŒnst

�
�, EŒnst

� � Expected numbers of state transitions during the initial slow start phase
and during the steady phase, respectively

EŒnst.wk/� Expected number of state transitions between active and sleep modes
at an interarrival time of ACK packets

EŒnst
d
.r; wk/� Expected number of state transitions from the first to the r th rounds

EŒnst
td.r; wk/� Expected number of state transitions during the round in which a packet loss

event is detected by triple duplicate ACK packets
EŒnst

to� Expected number of state transitions during the duration of a sequence
of RTOs

EŒdss� Expected number of packets sent during the initial slow start phase
EŒWss�, EŒW � Expected size of the congestion widow when a packet loss event occurs in

the initial slow start phase and in the TD period, respectively
Wbdp Maximum number of packets injected into the WLAN per RTT at

the TCP-level
EŒR� Expected number of packets sent during RTOs
EŒn� Expected number of TD periods in a cycle
Q.w; p/ Probability that a packet loss is detected by a RTO as functions of window

size w and probability p of packet loss events
lss Probability that at least one packet is lost in the initial slow start phase

CAM, continuously active mode; WNI, wireless network interface; RTO, retransmission timeout.

On the other hand, periods in which the i th transmission and reception becomes successful after
.i � 1/ failures are obviously given by

Pi
jD1 t

t .j / and
Pi
jD1 t

r.j /, respectively. Thus, using
Equations (3), (4), and (5), EŒt t � and EŒt r � are obtained as
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Figure 2. Frame exchange in IEEE 802.11 MAC.

EŒt t � D

NC1X
iD1

iX
jD1

t t .j /Q.i/; EŒt r � D

NC1X
iD1

iX
jD1

t r.j /Q.i/: (6)

Next, we determine the expected energy consumed during transmission (EŒet �) and reception
(EŒer �) of one data frame. From Figure 2 and Equation (1), et .i/ and er.i/ are obtained by

et .i/ D P l .TSIFS C TDIFS C TBO.i/C 2�/C P
tT client

DATA C P
rTACK; (7)

er.i/ D P l.TSIFS C TDIFS C TBO.i/C 2�/C P
tTACK C P

rT AP
DATA: (8)

In a similar way to the calculation process for Equation (6), using Equations (5), (7), and (8),
EŒet � and EŒer � are calculated as follows:

EŒet � D

NC1X
iD1

iX
jD1

et .j /Q.i/; EŒer � D

NC1X
iD1

iX
jD1

er.j /Q.i/: (9)

4.2. Energy consumption of TCP data transfer

We now construct a TCP-level model of energy consumption during TCP data transfer. Expected
energy consumed during the whole data transfer is calculated by the sum of energy consumption of
each state of a WNI. Thus, EŒJcam� and EŒJsleep� are obtained as

EŒJcam� D EŒJ
t �CEŒJ r �CEŒJ lcam�; (10)

EŒJsleep� D EŒJ
t �CEŒJ r �CEŒJ lsleep�CEŒJ

s�CEŒJ st�: (11)

In what follows, we derive each term in Equations (10) and (11) by utilizing TCP analysis models
[24, 25]. Padhye et al. [24] formulated the average TCP throughput analyzed based on the detailed
behavior of TCP congestion control mechanisms. By extending [24], Cardwell et al. [25] derive
the expected TCP latency of finite-size data transfer. The derivations of both models are based on a
round that starts when the first packet of a window is transmitted and ends when the corresponding
ACK packet is received. Note that a round makes a RTT. We determine the terms in Equations (10)
and (11) by using the expected number of rounds during the data transfer of Sd bytes, which is
derived in [24, 25].
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Figure 3. An example of evolution of congestion window size.

In the following analysis, in Section 4.2.1, we first formulate the number of rounds required for
Sitd bytes data transfer. We then derive EŒJ t � and EŒJ r � in Section 4.2.2. In addition, EŒJ lcam�

and EŒJ lsleep� are formulated in Section 4.2.3. Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 show the derivations of
EŒJ s� andEŒJ st�, respectively. Finally, we formulate the increase in data transfer latency when bust
transmission is used in Section 4.2.6.

4.2.1. Number of rounds during TCP data transfer. In TCP data transfer, the number of packets
sent per round is determined by the growth of the TCP congestion window size. Figure 3 depicts
the typical evolution of the congestion window size of a TCP connection from the beginning of
the transmission. The data transfer starts with the initial slow start phase that ends because of the
occurrence of a packet loss event. After that, data packets are sent in the steady phase until the
data transfer ends. TCP continues increasing its congestion window size until a packet loss event is
detected and decreases it after detecting the packet loss event. The packet loss events are detected
either by triple duplicate ACK packets or by Retransmission Timeouts (RTOs). Here, we define a
Triple Duplicate (TD) period as the duration between two consecutive packet loss events detected
by triple duplicate ACK packets. Further, the duration of a sequence of RTO is referred to as a
Timeout (TO) period. In the steady phase, we can observe one TO period appears after multiple TD
periods, and this sequence appears repeatedly [24]. Here, we define a cycle as the duration between
two consecutive packet loss events detected by RTOs. Then, the steady phase is constructed by
multiple cycles.

We mainly follow the TCP latency formulations derived in [24, 25] to calculate the expected
number of rounds required for the whole data transfer. Using EŒr� � and EŒr��, the expected number
of rounds during the whole data transfer is obtained as .EŒr� � C EŒr��/. Refer to Appendix A for
the derivations of EŒr� � and EŒr��. However, [24, 25] assume situations in which the packets sent
per round is constrained by the maximum window size, whereas we assume situations in which the
packets sent per round is constrained by the wireless network bandwidth. Due to this, we modify
some equations in [24, 25].

The modification of the constraint affects the evolution of the congestion window size. When the
number of packets sent per round is constrained by the maximum window size, the evolution of
the congestion window size stops when the congestion window size reaches the maximum window
size. However, when the number of packets sent per round is constrained by the wireless network
bandwidth, the congestion window continues increasing while the number of packets injected into
the network is limited by the bandwidth. In the following, considering the aforementioned situations,
we derive the expected numbers of rounds during the data transfer of the initial slow start phase
(EŒrss�) and during the TD period (EŒrtd�).

Using EŒt t � and EŒt r � derived in Section 4.1, Wbdp is calculated as follows. When the delayed
ACK is used, the TCP receiver sends an ACK packet every received m data packets. Therefore,

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Commun. Syst. (2014)
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when the burst transmission is used, the number of packets sent per unit time at the TCP-level is
calculated as 1=.EŒt t �CEŒt r �=m/. Then, Wbdp is calculated as

Wbdp D RT T=.EŒt
t �CEŒt r �=m/: (12)

Then, EŒrss� can be obtained simply by replacing the term of maximum window size of the
equation derived in [25] with Wbdp, EŒrss� is calculated as

EŒrss� D

8̂̂
<
ˆ̂:

log2
�
EŒdss�
w1
C 1

�
if EŒWss� 6 Wbdp

log2
�
Wbdp

w1

�
C 1

C 1
Wbdp

�
EŒdss� � 2Wbdp C w1

�
otherwise

(13)

where w1 is the initial window size.
We then calculate EŒrtd�. Let EŒW � be the expected window size when a packet loss event occurs

in the TD period. Then, the number of packets sent per round is dependent on the relation between
EŒW � and Wbdp, thereby changing EŒrtd�. Therefore, we obtain EŒrtd� by dividing into three cases:
EŒW � 6 Wbdp, Wbdp < EŒW � 6 2Wbdp, and 2Wbdp < EŒW �. When EŒW � 6 Wbdp, EŒrtd� D
.EŒW �=2C 1/ [24]. When Wbdp < EŒW � 6 2Wbdp, the expected number of packets sent per round
increases from EŒW �=2 up to Wbdp, and after that, it is fixed to Wbdp until the TD period ends. On
the other hand, when 2Wbdp < EŒW �, it is constantly Wbdp for all rounds. Following calculation
processes [24], EŒrtd� is calculated as

EŒrtd� D

8̂̂
<
ˆ̂:
EŒW �
2
C 1 if EŒW � 6 Wbdp

1�p
pWbdp

C EŒW �.EŒW �C8/
8Wbdp

C
Wbdp�EŒW �

2
C 3

4
if Wbdp < EŒW � 6 2Wbdp

1�p
pWbdp

C EŒW �
Wbdp
C 3

4
otherwise.

(14)

4.2.2. Energy consumption of packet transmission and reception. Let EŒnt � and EŒnr � denote the
expected number of packets sent and received during the data transfer of Sd bytes, respectively.
Then, EŒJ t � and EŒJ r � are obtained as

EŒJ t � D EŒnt �EŒet �; EŒJ r � D EŒnr �EŒer �: (15)

For simplicity, the number of retransmitted packets is not counted. Then, EŒnt � is given by Sd=Sp .
On the other hand, the number of received packets equals that of received ACK packets, which
depends on timing of the occurrence of packet loss events. Therefore,EŒnr � is calculated as follows.
Using EŒnr

�
� and EŒnr��, EŒn

r � is calculated as EŒnr � D EŒnr
�
�CEŒnr��.

We next determine EŒnr
�
�. In the initial slow start phase, EŒdss� data packets are transmitted.

When packet loss events are detected by triple duplicate ACK packets, we assume that EŒWss�=2 of
EŒdss� data packets are lost averagely¶. In contrast, when packet loss events are detected by RTOs,
EŒWss� data packets are lost. Whenm data packets are sent in a bursty fashion at a time by using the
delayed ACK, the TCP sender receives an ACK packet every m data packets sent from it. From the
aforementioned discussion, in a similar way to the calculation process for Equation (43), EŒnr

�
� is

obtained as

EŒnr� � D

�
EŒdss� � lss.1CQ.EŒWss�; p//

EŒWss�

2

�
=m: (16)

¶This assumption follows [24].
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Similarly, EŒnr�� is obtained as follows. EŒW �=2 packets of
�
1�p
p
CEŒW �

�
packets sent during

the TD period are lost averagely. Thus,
�
1�p
p
CEŒW �=2

�
ACK packets are received in the TD

period. According to the calculation process for Equation (53), EŒnr�� is calculated as

EŒnr�� D EŒncycle�EŒn�

�
1 � p

p
C
EŒW �

2

�
1

m
(17)

whereEŒncycle� is the expected number of cycles in the steady phase andEŒn� is the expected number
of TD periods in a cycle.

4.2.3. Energy consumption during idle period. EŒJ lcam� and EŒJ lsleep� are calculated by multiplying
P l by the expected length of idle period during the whole data transfer, which is obtained by sub-
tracting the expected period of the other states from the expected period of the whole data transfer,
EŒT all�. As a result, EŒJ lcam� and EŒJ lsleep� are obtained as

EŒJ lcam� D P
l
�
EŒT all� �EŒT t � �EŒT r �

�
; (18)

EŒJ lsleep� D P
l
�
EŒT all� �EŒT t � �EŒT r � �EŒT s� �EŒT st�

�
(19)

Note that EŒT s� and EŒT st� are derived in Section 4.2.4 and 4.2.5, respectively.
EŒT all�, EŒT t � and EŒT r � are obtained as follows. EŒT all� is derived as

EŒT all� D RT T �
®
EŒr� �CEŒr��

¯
: (20)

In a similar form to Equation (15), EŒT t � and EŒT r � are written by

EŒT t � D EŒnt �EŒt t �; EŒT r � D EŒnr �EŒt r �: (21)

4.2.4. Energy consumption during sleep period. In this subsection, we derive EŒJ s� based on a
bottom-up approach. Figure 4 represents the packet sequence of transmission and reception, and
state transitions of WNI in one round when wk D 5 where wk is the congestion window size of
the kth round in either the initial slow start phase or the TD period of the steady phase. Note that
sleeping with m D 1 means sleeping without burst transmission. In an interarrival time of ACK
packets that arrive at the WNI of the client, m data packets are sent and a single ACK packet is
received. Then, the idle period is obtained by subtracting packet transmission and reception times
from the interarrival time. Furthermore, subtracting the time for state transitions between active and
sleep modes, we can obtain sleep period in the interarrival time of ACK packets.

(a) m = 1 (b) m = 2

Figure 4. Packet sequence of transmission and reception and state transitions of wireless network interface
where wk D 5.
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We first consider an interarrival time of ACK packets. With the delayed ACK, the number of
interarrivals of ACK packets in the kth round is dwk�1=me. Assuming ACK packets in a window
are arrived at the client at equal intervals, an interarrival time of ACK packets, ta.wk/, is obtained as

ta.wk/ D RT T= dwk�1=me : (22)

Here, wk for the data transfer of the initial slow start phase and for the TD period are denoted by
wss
k

and wca
k

, respectively, which are given by

wss
k D

²
w1 if k D 0
2k�1w1 otherwise;

(23)

wca
k D

²
EŒW �=2 if k D 0
EŒW �=2C k � 1 otherwise:

(24)

We now determine the expected sleep period at one interarrival time of ACK packets. Note that
we consider that the WNI can sleep only when the time for state transitions between active and sleep
modes is longer than the idle period at an interarrival time of ACK packets. As shown in Figure 4,m
data packets are sent and an ACK packet is received at an interarrival time of ACK packets except
for the last interarrival time of ACK packets. For simplicity, we regard the number of packets sent
in the last interarrival time of ACK packets in one round as the same as that in the other interarrival
times of ACK packets. As a result, the expected period that the WNI sleeps at an interarrival time
of ACK packets, EŒt s.wk/�, is calculated as

EŒt s.wk/� D
�
ta.wk/ �mEŒt

t � �EŒt r � � T as � T sa
	C

(25)

where xC D max.0; x/.
To derive the expected sleep period of each phase, we determine the expected sleep period of

data transfer and that of packet loss events. Using Equation (25), we derive the expected sleep
period from the first round to the round in which a packet loss event occurs. Because the number of
interarrivals of ACK packets in the kth round is dwk�1=me, the expected sleep period from the first
to the r th rounds, EŒt s

d
.r; wk/�, is obtained as

E
�
t sd .r; wk/

	
D

rX
kD1

lwk�1
m

m
EŒt s.wk/� (26)

where r D EŒrss� for the initial slow start phase and r D EŒrtd� for the TD period.
In the round in which a packet loss event is detected, the number of ACK packets received at

the client is dependent on which packet in the window is actually lost. When a packet loss event
is detected by triple duplicate ACK packets, in average, the idle period of RT T=2 occurs after
dwr=me =2 ACK packets are received. Therefore, EŒt std.r; wk/� is calculated as

E
�
t std.r; wk/

	
D
dwr=me

2
EŒt s.wrC1/�C ŒRT T=2 � T

as � T sa�C : (27)

On the other hand, during the duration of a sequence of RTOs,EŒR� data packets are sent, whereas
no ACK packet is received. We here assume that WNI can always sleep at idle period of the round
because the idle period is larger enough than .T as C T sa/. Then, EŒt sto� is given by

EŒt sto� D RT T �EŒrto� �EŒR�
�
EŒt t �C T as C T sa

�
: (28)
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Using Equations (26)–(28), we derive EŒt s
�
� and EŒt s� �. In a similar way to the calculation in

Equation (43), EŒt s
�
� is obtained as

E
h
t s�

i
D E

�
t sd
�
rss; w

ss
k

�	
C lss

�
.1 �Q.EŒWss�; p//E

�
t std
�
rss; w

ss
k

�	
C Q.EŒWss�; p/EŒt

s
to�
�
:

(29)

Similarly, in the same manner as the calculation in Equation (53), EŒt s� � is calculated as

EŒt s� � DEŒncycle� �
®
EŒn�

�
EŒt sd .rtd; w

ca
k /�CEŒt

s
td.rtd; w

ca
k /�

�
CEŒt sto�

¯
: (30)

Consequently, EŒJ s� and EŒT s� are obtained as

EŒJ s� D P s �EŒT s�; EŒT s� D EŒt s� �CEŒt
s
� �: (31)

4.2.5. Energy consumption due to state transitions. In a similar way to Section 4.2.4, we determine
EŒJ st� based on a bottom-up approach. From the condition, the WNI sleeps during the idle period
discussed in Section 4.2.4, EŒnst.wk/� is given by

EŒnst.wk/� D

²
1 if ta.wk/ > mEŒt t �CEŒt r �C T as C T sa

0 otherwise
(32)

Then, EŒnst
d
.r; wk/� is calculated as

EŒnst
d .r; wk/� D

rX
kD1

lwk�1
m

m
EŒnst.wk/� (33)

On the other hand, EŒnst
td.r; wk/� is obtained as

EŒnst
td.r; wk/� D

´
dwr=me

2
EŒnst.wr/�C 1 if RT T=2 > T as C T sa

dwr=me
2

EŒnst.wr/� otherwise:
(34)

In contrast, because the state transitions occur EŒR� times during the duration of a sequence of
RTOs, EŒnst

to� is calculated as

EŒnst
to� D EŒR� (35)

Let EŒnst
�
� and EŒnst

� � denote the expected numbers of state transitions during the initial slow start
phase and during the steady phase, respectively. Following the calculation for Equation (43) and
(53), using Equations (33)–(35), EŒnst

�
� and EŒnst

� � are derived as follows:

E
h
nst
�

i
DE

�
nst
d .rss; w

ss
k /
	
Clss

�
.1 �Q.EŒWss�; p//E

�
nst

td.rss; w
ss
k /
	
CQ.EŒWss�; p/E

�
nst

to

	�
; (36)

EŒnst
� � DEŒncycle� �

®
EŒn�

�
E
�
nst
d

�
rtd; w

ca
k

�	
CE

�
nst

td

�
rtd; w

ca
k

�	�
CE

�
nst

to

	¯
: (37)

Using Equations (36) and (37), EŒJ st� and EŒT st� are calculated as

EŒJ st� D
�
E
h
nst
�

i
CE

�
nst
�

	�
.P asT as C P saT sa/ ; (38)
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EŒT st� D
�
E
h
nst
�

i
CE

�
nst
�

	�
.T as C T sa/ : (39)

4.2.6. Increase in data transfer latency by burst transmission. In this subsection, we consider a
disadvantage of burst transmission—the increase in the data transfer latency. For simplicity, we
assume that the expected window size is less than Wbdp and that the duration of a sequence of RTOs
is ignored because they have little influence on the increase in latency with burst transmission. With
delayed ACK, the TCP receiver does not send an ACK packet until m data packets are received or
the delayed ACK timer expires. Because of this waiting period, burst transmission achieved by the
delayed ACK increases the latency in the whole data transfer.

Assuming that data packets sent in a bursty fashion are received at the TCP receiver at equal
intervals due to the background traffic in the wired network, the RTT observed at the TCP sender is
increased averagely by .m � 1/RT T=.1

r

Pr
kD1wk/. Consequently, OEŒT all�.m/ is obtained as

OEŒT all�.m/ D

�
RT T C .m � 1/

RT T

EŒrss�w1

�
2 �

1

2EŒrss��1

��
EŒr� �

C

�
RT T C .m � 1/

4RT T

3EŒW �

�
EŒr��: (40)

5. MODEL VALIDATION

In this section, to confirm the accuracy of our model, we compare results of analysis with that
of simulation experiments with ns-3 [29]. It is necessary to validate our model in a moderately
congested WLAN because the proposed method has a modest effect on energy efficiency in a heavily
congested WLAN due to a lack of idle periods. When congestion is moderate in a WLAN, the
behavior of frame exchanges in the WLAN is well-modeled by ns-3 [30]. Because of this, the
ns-3 simulation has sufficient accuracy to validate our model. Of course, in order to confirm the
effectiveness of our proposal in real environments, experiments with real WLAN devices are needed,
which are left for future work.

In addition, it is difficult to compare our model with existing models due to difference of assump-
tions. One of the main aims of the paper is understanding energy efficiency when a WNI sleeps at
packet interarrivals, especially by focusing on impacts on the behavior of TCP congestion control
mechanisms. Therefore, we assume ideal sleep mode in which a WNI sleeps and wakes up with
exact timing, not specific sleep mechanisms such as PSM in IEEE 802.11. Because existing mod-
els [19–21] assume the PSM as a sleep mechanism, we cannot correctly compare our model with
other models.

The energy efficiency of the proposed method is dependent on the total sleep period and the
number of state transitions between active and sleep modes. This implies that we can confirm the
accuracy of our model by comparing interarrival time of ACK packets of our model and true values.
Therefore, we focus on the distribution of interarrival time of ACK packets at TCP of the client in
the results of our model and simulations.

5.1. Parameter settings of simulation and analysis

We conduct simulations with ns-3.19. We assume a WLAN environment depicted in Figure 5. In
Figure 5, some hosts are added to the network in Figure 1 to control the background traffic in the
wired network and in the WLAN. In the WLAN, six wireless clients associates the AP. One of them
sends data to the wired host by TCP and it keeps sending data during the simulation. The other
clients sends 1 Mbps of constant bit rate traffic as background traffic in the WLAN; the total rate
of background traffic in the WLAN is 5 Mbps. The link between routers A and B has 25 Mbps of
physical bandwidth and 50 ms of one-way delay. By sending UDP constant bit rate traffic from the
UDP sender to the UDP receiver, we control the congestion level of the link at the wired network
so that it becomes the bottleneck of the TCP connection. One-way delays of all links in the wired
network except for the bottleneck link are set to small enough.
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Figure 5. Wireless LAN environment for ns-3 simulation.

We set the probability (q) of transmission failures at MAC level and the maximum number (N )
of frame retransmissions at MAC-level to 0.3, respectively, which are intended for a moderate loss
rate at TCP-level.

We now determine average RTT and the probability (p) of packet loss events because our model
requires both of them. Because the one-way delay of the bottleneck link is 50 ms, we set RT T to
100 ms for our model. p is calculated by solving Equation (50) for p. Now, giving the expected
TCP throughput EŒRtcp� Mbps, EŒW � can be calculated

EŒW � D
EŒRtcp� �RT T � 1024

2

8 � 1500
: (41)

Note that EŒRtcp� is the available bandwidth at the bottleneck link. EŒRtcp� is calculated by sub-
tracting the rate of background traffic from the bandwidth of bottleneck link, for example, EŒRtcp�

is 10 Mbps for 15 Mbps background traffic.

5.2. Validation results

Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution function of interarrival time of ACK packets for the
various values of m, which is the number of packets sent in a bursty fashion, when the available
bandwidth at the bottleneck link is 10 Mbps. Note that regardless of the rate of background traffic
in the wired network, the overall tendencies are almost identical. In the figures, we plot simulation
results with and without background traffic in the WLAN for comparison purposes.

From Figure 6, we observe that simulation results with and without background traffic in the
WLAN are relatively identical. This result implies that the behavior of the other clients has little
effect on that of the TCP sender when the congestion level in the WLAN is moderate load.

We can also see in Figure 6 that, regardless of the values of m, the distribution of interarrival
time of ACK packets obtained by the analysis is reasonably well matched at that by the simula-
tion. However, our model slightly overestimates interarrival time of ACK packets. In our model, we
assume that ACK packets arrives at the client with equal intervals in a RTT, whereas in the simula-
tion, the packet intervals are apt to be compressed after the congestion window size decreases. Thus,
the interarrival time of ACK packets in the simulation are distributed to the smaller than that in the
analysis.

In order to assess the effects of the available bandwidth at the wired network, we present the
average interarrival time of ACK packets, which are calculated from the distribution of inter-
arrival time of ACK packets, for a variety of the available bandwidth at the bottleneck link in
Table IV, when m D 2. Note that the tendencies of results are almost identical regardless of the
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Figure 6. Distribution of interarrival time of ACK packets where the available bandwidth is 10 Mbps.

Table IV. Average interarrival time of ACK packets for simulation and analysis at a variety
of the available bandwidth.

Available
bandwidth
[Mbps]

Avg. interarrival time of ACKs [ms] Relative error [%]

Simulation

Analysis w/o b.g. traffic w/ b.g. traffic w/o b.g. traffic w/ b.g. traffic

1 36.0 33.4 32.8 -7.89 -9.72
2 16.9 15.7 16.6 -8.06 -1.84
5 6.42 6.89 6.76 6.76 5.05
8 3.95 4.25 3.88 7.15 -1.76
10 3.12 3.18 3.45 2.01 9.56
12 2.57 2.71 2.74 5.18 5.92
15 2.06 2.52 2.30 18.2 10.5
18 1.71 1.81 1.91 5.51 10.3

values of m. Compared with simulation results, the relative error of the average interarrival times
of analysis is less than 10% in many cases. The error is caused by the occurrence of consecu-
tive packet losses. Our analysis model assumes that packet loss events occur independently on
each other, whereas in the simulation packet loss events are apt to occur repeatedly. This differ-
ence affects the growth of the TCP congestion window, resulting in the gap between analysis and
simulation results.

From the aforementioned discussion, we conclude that our model is reasonably validated when
the congestion level is moderate in the WLAN.
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6. DISCUSSIONS WITH ANALYSIS RESULTS

In this section, we assess the energy efficiency of TCP data transfer with and without burst
transmission by means of the energy consumption model described in Section 4.

6.1. Parameter settings and evaluation metrics

We consider TCP data transfer of a 10 MB file from the wireless client to the wired host in Figure 1,
by using an IEEE 802.11a WLAN. The WLAN parameters of IEEE 802.11a are summarized in
Table V.

To calculate radio propagation delay in Equations (7) and (8), we assume that the wireless client
is located 4 m from the AP. From a data sheet for a WNI implemented by the Atheros AR5004
chip [31], we set P t , P r , P l , and P s to the values shown in Table VI. Following Krashinsky and
Balakrishnan [5], who measured power consumption in a specific WNI to determine consumption
during transition from active to sleep modes and vice versa, we set P as D P l and P sa D P t .
Moreover, T as and T sa are set equal to 1 �s and 1 ms, respectively, in accordance with Andren
et al. [32]. The TCP data and TCP ACK packet sizes are set equal to 1500 bytes and 40 bytes,
respectively. Unless otherwise noted, we set q to 0.3, which means we assume a moderate frame
loss rate.

In Section 6.2, we evaluate energy efficiency and trade-off relationships between energy efficiency
and TCP latency in TCP burst transmission. To assess the energy efficiency, we use two metrics:
energy consumptions, which are given by Equations (10) and (11), and energy consumption ratio,
which is defined as

Renergy D EŒJsleep�=EŒJcam�: (42)

On the other hand, to evaluate the trade-off relationships, we use TCP transfer latency, which is
obtained by Equation (40), in addition to energy consumption ratio.

6.2. Numerical results

6.2.1. Fundamental characteristics of sleeping. To assess the maximum potential energy saving is
attained by sleeping, we first show energy consumption with CAM and with sleeping without burst

Table V. WLAN parameters.

Name Value

Data rate 54 Mbps
Slot time 9 �s
SIFS 16 �s
DIFS 34 �s
N 7

PLCP preamble 16 �s
MAC header 24 bytes
LLC header 8 bytes
CWmin 15
CWmax 1023

MAC, media access control.

Table VI. Power consumption of Atheros
AR5004 [31].

P t P r P l P s

1.4 W 0.9 W 0.8 W 0.016 W
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Figure 7. Energy consumption for the complete data transfer.
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Figure 8. Energy consumption ratio for varying q when RT T D 100 ms.

transmission (m D 1) in Figure 7. The x-axis in this figure denotes the probability (p) of the packet
loss events. We plot the results with various values of RT T .

We see that energy consumption decreases as RT T decreases regardless of whether or not
sleeping is utilized. This is due to the transfer latency for the whole data becoming small as RT T
decreases. Comparing the results for CAM and for sleeping, when p is small, the energy consump-
tions with CAM and with sleeping are almost identical. For small p, the average congestion window
size becomes large, thereby shortening the idle periods at packet interarrivals. Consequently, the
WNI cannot sleep at the idle periods. In contrast, for large p, energy consumption with sleeping
becomes significantly smaller than that with CAM because the WNI can sleep at all idle periods
that occupies a large portion of the transfer latency.

In order to assess the impact on energy consumption due to packet losses at the WLAN, we
compare the energy consumption for varying the probability (q) of frame transmission failures at
MAC-level. To this end, we depict the energy consumption ratios as a function of p for vary-
ing q from 0 to 0.7 in Figure 8, when RT T D 100 ms. Note that q D 0 means the situation in
which packet loss events occur only in the wired network, and that we change pl to control the
value of p. We see that energy consumption ratio with a certain value of p increases slightly as q
increase. As q increases, the expected time in which one data frame is sent or received becomes
longer due to increased frame retransmissions, resulting in the shorter sleep periods at packet inter-
arrivals. However, the increase in energy consumption due to the shortened sleep periods have a
small portion of the total energy consumption. Therefore, the increase in q has a small impact on the
sleep efficiency.
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Figure 9. Energy efficiency as function of both round trip time and probability of packet loss events.

From the aforementioned results, we conclude that energy consumption is largely affected by
RT T and p, which are dominantly determined by wired part of the network. This implies the
importance of the analysis of both of wired and wireless parts of the network path to understand the
energy efficiency.

6.2.2. Energy efficiency of burst transmission. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the energy
consumption ratio as functions of RT T and p with m D 1 (Figure 9(a)) and m D 5 (Figure 9(b)).

Comparing Figures 9(a) and 9(b), the energy consumption ratio is reduced for the most part with
the introduction of burst transmission. In particular, energy efficiency improves significantly with
burst transmission when RT T or p is small. When RT T or p is small, energy consumption due
to state transitions account a relatively large portion of the total energy consumption. The burst
transmission can reduce the number of state transitions, thereby reducing the energy consumed due
to state transitions.

Figure 10 shows the energy consumption ratio as a function of p for various values of m, when
RT T D 100 ms. When p D 0:001, sleeping with m D 1 can reduce only about 10 % of energy
consumption with CAM, whereas sleeping with m D 5 can reduce further 50%. Although energy
efficiency increases as m increases, the additional energy saving diminishes, implying that good
energy efficiency can be obtained with a small value of m.

6.2.3. Trade-off relationships between energy efficiency and data transfer latency. To evaluate
trade-off relationships between energy efficiency and data transfer latency, we present the energy
efficiency and transfer latency as a function of m in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. We can
observe that the latency increases linearly while the energy efficiency converges to a constant.
When RT T is large, energy efficiency is high even without burst transmission and it increases
slightly as m increases, whereas the transfer latency increases largely compared with that without
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Figure 10. Energy efficiency of burst transmission when RT T D 100 ms.
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Figure 12. Transfer latency as a function of m when p D 0:01.

burst transmission (m D 1). Conversely, when RT T is small, energy efficiency improves sig-
nificantly as m increases, whereas the transfer latency increase slightly from that without burst
transmission. This result means that burst transmission is suitable for energy saving when RT T
is small.
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7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed new models for describing energy consumed in TCP data transfer
over a WLAN, which focuses on the detailed behavior of TCP congestion control mechanisms.
Furthermore, in order to improve the sleep efficiency, TCP-level burst transmission behavior was
also proposed. Through the simulation, our model was reasonably validated when the congestion
level is moderate in a WLAN.

From the numerical analyses based on our model, we obtained the following results. The sleep
efficiency was largely affected by RTT and the probability of packet losses at transport-layer level,
which were dominantly determined by wired part of the network. Sleeping with burst transmission
was suitable for situations in which RTT or the probability of packet losses at transport-layer level
are small, that is, TCP transmission rate is high. In such a situation, sleeping with burst transmission
could significantly reduce energy consumption with increasing moderate delay. In contrast, when
RTT or the probability of packet losses at transport-layer level were small, sleeping with burst
transmission incurred large delays for TCP packets, although it achieves energy saving.

In the future, we plan to develop transport architecture for energy saving based on burst
transmission at the transport-layer level.

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF NUMBER OF ROUNDS DURING TCP DATA TRANSFER

In what follows, we formulate EŒr� � and EŒr��. We first determine EŒr� �. Following [25], EŒr� � is
calculated as

EŒr� � D EŒrss�C lss..1 �Q.EŒWss�; p//CQ.EŒWss�; p/EŒrto�/: (43)

lss, Q.w; p/, and EŒWss� are derived as

lss D1 � .1 � p/
Sd =Sp ; (44)

Q.w; p/ Dmin

�
.1C .1 � p/3/.1 � .1 � p/w�3/

.1 � .1 � p/w/=.1 � .1 � p/3/
; 1

�
; (45)

EŒWss� D.EŒdss�C w1/=2: (46)

EŒdss� is given by

EŒdss� Dmin

´
.1 � .1 � p/Sd =Sp /.1 � p/

p
C 1;

Sd

Sp

μ
: (47)

Equations. (44)–(47) can be found in [25]. Using results in [25], EŒrto� is obtained by

EŒrto� D
G.p/

1 � p

T0

RT T
(48)

where T0 is the length of a RTO and G.p/ D 1C p C 2p2 C 4p3 C 8p4 C 16p5 C 32p6.
We can determine EŒr�� by utilizing the analysis results in [24]. From Figure 3, in one cycle of

the steady phase, multiple TD periods occur before a TO period occurs. Therefore, the expected
number of data packets sent during a cycle is given by (EŒn�EŒY �CEŒR�) where EŒY � and EŒR� is
the expected number of data packets sent during a TD period and during a TO period, respectively.
EŒY � and EŒR� are obtained as

EŒY � D
1 � p

p
CEŒW �; EŒR� D

1

1 � p
: (49)

EŒW � and EŒn� are given by
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EŒW � D1C
p
8.1 � p/=.3p/C 1; (50)

EŒn� D1=Q.EŒW �; p/: (51)

Equations (49) and (51) are found in [24].
Because the expected number of packets sent during the steady phase is (Sd=Sp � EŒdss�), the

number of cycles during the steady phase is calculated as

EŒncycle� D .Sd=Sp �EŒdss�/=.EŒn�EŒY �CEŒR�/: (52)

Consequently, we can obtain the expected number of rounds during a cycle as (EŒn�EŒrtd� C
EŒrto�). Using the aforementioned notations, EŒr�� is calculated as

EŒr�� D EŒncycle� .EŒn�EŒrtd�CEŒrto�/ : (53)
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